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Impact of AI has been slowed by limited 
generalizability of the underlying algorithms

Algorithm performance often deteriorates when deployed in new 
populations

Human bias encoded in siloed training data sets poses risk of 
propagating bias to new populations

Low interoperability makes it challenging to train and deploy 
algorithms across institutions

Cross-functional data collaborations are complex and require much 
administration and trust
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Federated Learning and edge computation 
supports AI development without moving data

Rhino Cloud

“Edge”

Site 1

Data are stored locally, behind data-
controller’s firewall

Platform validates and transforms data 
to required form

Platform distributes code, orchestrates
and executes computations

Aggregate results and models are 
shared back

Platform synthesizes local insights into a 
coherent whole (e.g., a global ML-
model)
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Containerized code Aggregate statistics, 
model parameters

Synthesis & 
orchestration
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Federated learning is core to the Rhino Health
Platform, but it delivers more

System Integration

Data Annotation

Data Quality

Privacy & 
Security

Federated 
Compute

Prominent features
● Rhino developer toolkit (SDK)
● Resource management
● Experiment management
● PACS, RIS and SQL-server integration
● Programmatic annotation
● On-platform labeling
● Pixel annotation

● Data schema validation
● Pre-processing
● Zero-footprint imaging viewer
● TLS and homomorphic encryption
● Differential privacy
● K-anonymization
● Federated learning via NVIDIA FLARE
● Generalized Compute
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The Rhino Health Platform already
supports a large variety of use-cases

National registry building Oncology patient journey prediction Model weight security enhancement

Image quality assessment using AI Cerebral malformation detection

Cancer early diagnosis Health outcomes benchmarking

Federated data masking
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Rhino Health can offer expertise and 
resources across many call topics

● Rhino Health Platform (RHP)
○ Access via easy-to-use GUI and 

SDK
● Project execution support

○ RHP installation (including IT 
Security clearance)

○ RHP onboarding and training
○ RHP monitoring and 

maintenance
○ (case-by-case) AI and data 

science expertise
● Partnership opportunities

○ Extensive network of hospitals 
and KOLs in Israel, UK, EU, and US

● Destination 3: Tackling Disease and 
Reducing Disease Burden

● Destination 5: Unlocking the Full 
Potential of New Tools, Technologies, 
and Digital Solutions for a Healthy 
Society

● Destination 6: Maintaining an 
INnovative, Sustainable, and Globally 
Competitive Health Industry

● MISSION Cancer Call: Research and 
innovation Actions Supporting the 
Implementation of the Mission on 
Cancer

Expertise and Resources Relevant call topics (non-
exhaustive)


